Tiernan-Locke Says He Has No Respect For The Doping Sanction
Jonathan Tiernan-Locke, the former Team Sky rider who was banned from cycling for two years
in July, hits back at UCI President Brian Cookson. The cyclist remarked he has no respect for the
doping sanction placed on him after Cookson described him as "foolish" for comments he made
about the governing body and its disciplinary procedures.
Tiernan-Locke described the UK Anti-Doping Agency (UKAD) hearing into his case as a “Mickey
Mouse court” when he appeared at the Exmoor Beast sportive. The cyclist added he will make a
return to professional bike racing when his doping ban ends in December 2015 and remarked
he will take some kind of coaching in the meantime.
Speaking at the Tour de France route presentation, Cookson said it is very foolish and not a wise
thing for Jonathan to term UKAD anti-doping hearing as a Mickey Mouse court. Cookson said
Jonathan has to look at the terms and conditions of his sanction and added that he is afraid that
he is banned from coaching or any event in any capacity that has anything to do with the UCI or
any national federation affiliated with the UCI. Cookson went on to add that the cyclist would be
wise to accept his sanction and if he wants to return in two years, then let us see what happens.
Tiernan-Locke responded by saying that he would not waste his time reading the terms and has
no respect for the sanction. The cyclist added he has no faith in the governing body and said he
will continue coaching and giving advice to athletes and nobody can stop him from doing that.
The 29-year-old from Devon became the first Sky rider to be banned under anti-doping rules.
The former Team Sky rider was banned for anomalies in his biological passport. The 29-year-old
has maintained that the discrepancy was due to dehydration brought on by a binge drinking
session 32 hours earlier. Tiernan-Locke was stripped of his 2012 Tour of Britain title after the
positive test and is also stripped of his result from 2012 World Championship road race.
Jonathan Tiernan-Locke is ineligible to race until December 31, 2015. The contract of Jonathan
was terminated by Team Sky after his anti-doping suspension was confirmed. Sky team principal
Dave Brailsford had remarked Jonathan’s contract has been terminated and added whilst there
have been no doubts about his time with us, his doping violation – from readings taken before
he joined this team – means there’s no place for him in Team Sky. We’ve a well-known stance on
anti-doping and our action is the inevitable outcome of a violation.
The UCI, in a statement, had revealed that it confirms receipt of the United Kingdom National
Anti-Doping Panel’s decision on the Jonathan Tiernan-Locke case. It added that a two-year ban
was imposed on the rider as a result of his anti-doping rule violation based on his Athlete
Biological Passport and he is declared ineligible until December 31, 2015 and disqualified from
the 2012 Tour of Britain and the 2012 UCI Road World Championships, competitions during
which abnormalities were clearly identified.

